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Gibbs mixing

Feynman’s ratchet



Thermodynamic thought experiments
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Maxwell’s demon

Gibbs mixing

Feynman’s ratchet

Fast (high E) and slow (low E) 
particles are separated, from 
which work may later be 
extracted.

Many recent experiments:



optically levitated microparticle

Maxwell Demons
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classical demons

colloidal particle in electrical potential
Toyabe et al. (Tokyo) Nature Phys 2010

optically trapped colloidal particle
Roldan et al. (Barcelona), 
Nature Physics 2014

photons

Vidrighin et al. (Oxford), PRL 2015
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sured, or to 0.5 +�ng if n = 1 was measured. Then ng

is brought slowly back to degeneracy. The current levels
I0 and I1 are re-evaluated from the histogram of the sig-
nal over the whole process, plus an additional 2 seconds
spent at ng = 0.5 in order to acquire su�cient statistics
to estimate the current levels for both states, and to en-
sure that Ps(n) follows thermal equilibrium distribution.
We check the o↵set of ng according to the procedure de-
scribed in the previous paragraph after a pre-set number
(6...8) of repetitions. This is done to ensure that poten-
tial drifts of ng do not influence the result.

FIG. 6: An overall image of the single electron box (middle),
the gate electrode (left), and the SET detector (top right).

NUMERICAL SIMULATION PARAMETERS

The parameters used for the tunneling rates in Eq.
(4), for the purpose of numerically estimating the distri-
butions are listed below. EC = 111 µeV and Rt = 15 M⌦

are the same for all the simulations. T is taken to be the
temperature of the bath, and � is estimated to be ap-
proximately that measured for the detector at the given
magnetic field strength. Simulations related to Fig. 2 in
the manuscript: � = 137 µeV and T = 103 mK. Sim-
ulations related to Fig. 3 in the manuscript: � = 157
µeV and T = 100 mK. The calculated average dissipated
heat for Fig. 2 is obtained by solving the time evolution
of Ps(n) with the master equation. The numerical work
distribution in Fig. 3 is obtained by calculating the time
evolution of the characteristic function of W using the
techniques given in Ref. [2]

SAMPLE FABRICATION

The sample fabrication and measurement techniques
are similar to what is described in Refs. [3, 4], First a
layer of aluminium is deposited to form the first lead of
the box, which is then oxidized with oxygen pressure of 90
mbar, while heating the sample stage in the evaporation
chamber. The elevated temperature allows for higher
junction resistance to slow down the tunneling rates in
the actual experiment to a level measurable by a standard
SET detector.The chamber is allowed to cool down and
the oxygen is then removed, after which the second layer
of aluminium is deposited in a di↵erent angle to form
the source and drain leads of the SET. The sample is
oxidized for the second time, with oxygen pressure of 2
mbar with oxidation time of 2 minutes to form the tunnel
junctions of the SET. Last, a 30 nm layer of copper is
deposited to form the island of the SET and the second
island of the SEB. The aluminium island of the SEB is
deliberately covered with a copper layer to improve its
thermal relaxation, as shown in Fig. 6.

[1] N. M. Zimmerman et al., J. Appl. Phys 104, 033710
(2008).

[2] O. P. Saira, doctoral dissertation, ISBN 978-952-60-5076-8
(2013).

[3] O.-P. Saira et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 180601 (2012).
[4] J. V. Koski et al., Nature Physics 9, 644-648 (2013).

single electron box

Koski et al. (Helsinki), 
PNAS 2014

quantum demons

Debiossac et al. (Vienna) Nat Comm 2020

superconducting qubit in cavity
Cottet et al. (Paris) PNAS 2017



Thermodynamic thought experiments
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Maxwell’s demon

Gibbs mixing

Feynman’s ratchet

Work is extracted into the 
piston solely from mixing 
two gases in space.



Thermodynamic thought experiments
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Maxwell’s demon

Gibbs mixing

Feynman’s ratchet

Work is extracted into the 
piston from one-directional 
collisions.



Key idea: Optomechanic thought exps.
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Optomechanical setups enable the conception of 
quantum thermodynamics thought experiments 
(and possible realisation)

gases

membrane
beam splitter (BS)
polarisation dependent beam splitter (PBS)

optical membrane in the middle

Impact of partial, quantum 
distinguishability on 
thermodynamics.

photon gases with variable polarisation



Outline
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‘Membrane in the middle’ Optomechanics  — [1, 2]

Beam splitter (BS) — [1]
- energetic signature of bosonic bunching 

Polarisation dependent Beam splitter (PBS) — [2]
- quantum analogue of Gibbs mixing

[1] Enhanced Energy Transfer to an Optomechanical 
Piston from Indistinguishable Photons,
Holmes, Anders, Mintert, PRL124, 210601 (2020)

[2] Gibbs mixing of partially distinguishable photons 
with a polarising beamsplitter membrane,
Holmes, Mintert, Anders, arxiv 2006.00613v1 (2020)



Key message [1]
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[1] Two photonic gases initially separated 
by a beam splitter, dynamically lead to an 
energy transfer to the membrane that 
depends on the distinguishability of the 
polarisations of the two gases,  
and scales as N2.

|V i

|V i

|V i

in [1]:   
 is the angle against θV V

|✓V i

V

H
θV

θV
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[2] Two photonic gases initially separated by 
a polarisation dependent beam splitter*, 
dynamically lead to a displacement (work) 
of the membrane that depends on the 
distinguishability of the polarisations of the 
two gases.


|Hi|Hi

in [2]:   
 is the angle against θH H

V

H
θH

θH

*mirror for V, BS for H

|Hi|✓Hi

Key message [2]



Outline
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‘Membrane in the middle’ Optomechanics  — [1, 2]

Beam splitter (BS) — [1]
- energetic signature of bosonic bunching 

Polarisation dependent Beam splitter (PBS) — [2]
- quantum analogue of Gibbs mixing

[1] Enhanced Energy Transfer to an Optomechanical 
Piston from Indistinguishable Photons,
Holmes, Anders, Mintert, PRL124, 210601 (2020)

[2] Gibbs mixing of partially distinguishable photons 
with a polarising beamsplitter membrane,
Holmes, Mintert, Anders, arxiv 2006.00613v1 (2020)



Modes & Hamiltonian
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multi-mode: five creation operators

photon number operators L/R



Modes & Hamiltonian
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multi-mode: five creation operators

photon number operators L/R

photon gas Hamiltonian

membrane Hamiltonian

beam splitter interaction

photon-membrane interaction

transmit photon on R with p 
to L with same p + vice versa

g

(radiation pressure)

membrane position operator



Initial state
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Initial photon gases:
L: one photon polarised: |V i= L†

V |0i

Initial product state:

⇢L ⌦ ⇢R ⌦ �M



Initial state
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perfectly distinguishable (orthogonal)

perfectly indistinguishable (same)
partially distinguishable

✓ = 0

✓ = ⇡/2
0 < ✓ < ⇡/2

Initial photon gases:
L: one photon polarised: |V i= L†

V |0i
R: one photon polarised:

Initial product state:

⇢L ⌦ ⇢R ⌦ �M

|✓V i = (cos ✓ R†
V
+ sin ✓ R†

H
)|0i

many photons: 
set: same number distribution on both sides
=> same number average and variance

Initial membrane state:

…

set: zero avg displacement 
and momentum

=> eg thermal state

|V i |✓V i

V

H
θV

θV



Dynamics (Heisenberg pic)
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H = HC +HM +HBS +HI

total Hamiltonian for 5 modes:

d2XM

dt2
+ !2

MXM=
g

m
(NL �NR)

XM

NL NRmembrane:

harmonic osci driven by oscillations 
of photons



Dynamics (Heisenberg pic)
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H = HC +HM +HBS +HI

total Hamiltonian for 5 modes:
XM

NL NRmembrane:

harmonic osci driven by oscillations 
of photons

photons:

d2XM

dt2
+ !2

MXM=
g

m
(NL �NR)

d2�Np

dt2
= ��2�Np � 2g�XM

�
L†
pRp + LpR

†
p

�

solve coupled dynamics perturbatively in g



Dynamics (Heisenberg pic)
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|V i |✓V i

Average change 
in energy of the 
membrane

Initial fluctuations 
in photon number 

Positive functions 
depending on 
parameters of setup

Average number 
of photons per 

gas

�HM (t) = u(t) �N(0) + v(t)
�
hN(0)i+ hN(0)i2 cos2(✓)

�

XM

 = angle against θV V

V

H
θV

θV

Distinguishability

Distinguishability



Dynamics (Heisenberg pic)
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|V i |✓V i

Average change 
in energy of the 
membrane

Initial fluctuations 
in photon number 

Positive functions 
depending on 
parameters of setup

Average number 
of photons per 

gas

�HM (t) = u(t) �N(0) + v(t)
�
hN(0)i+ hN(0)i2 cos2(✓)

�

XM

 = angle against θV V

V

H
θV

θV

Distinguishability

Distinguishability
Quadratically enhanced   
energy transfer for 
indistinguishable (same pol.) photons.



The back-action of the HOM effect
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CK Hong, ZY Ou and L Mandel, PRL 59, 2044 (1987)



Quantum Particle Statistics
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Recent revival in interest

Quarantine

QTDNEQ

QTDNEQ

QTD

QTD
QTD



Membrane in the middle optomechanics
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Membrane in the middle optomechanics
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Experimentally realisable?
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XM

|V i |✓V i



Pulsed protocol
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XM

short  pulseV short  pulseθV

A short pulse ( ) generates coherent state  in cavityτ ≪ 1/λ |α⟩

|V i |✓V i



Pulsed protocol
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XM

short  pulseV short  pulseθV

|↵, V i |↵, ✓V i

A short pulse ( ) generates coherent state  in cavityτ ≪ 1/λ |α⟩



Pulsed protocol
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XM

short  pulseV short  pulseθV

|↵, V i |↵, ✓V i

A short pulse ( ) generates coherent state  in cavityτ ≪ 1/λ |α⟩

�HM (t) = u(t) |↵|2 + v(t)
�
|↵|2 + |↵|4 cos2(✓)

�

�HM (t) = u(t) �N(0) + v(t)
�
hN(0)i+ hN(0)i2 cos2(✓)

�

|↵|2 |↵|2



Pulsed protocol
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�HM (t) = u(t) |↵|2 + v(t)
�
|↵|2 + |↵|4 cos2(✓)

�

|V i

|V i

|V i

|✓V i

V

H
θV

θV



Outline
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‘Membrane in the middle’ Optomechanics  — [1, 2]

Beam splitter (BS) — [1]
- energetic signature of bosonic bunching 

Polarisation dependent Beam splitter (PBS) — [2]
- quantum analogue of Gibbs mixing

[1] Enhanced Energy Transfer to an Optomechanical 
Piston from Indistinguishable Photons,
Holmes, Anders, Mintert, PRL124, 210601 (2020)

[2] Gibbs mixing of partially distinguishable photons 
with a polarising beamsplitter membrane,
Holmes, Mintert, Anders, arxiv 2006.00613v1 (2020)



Classical Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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distinguishable = different
(membranes can be found that act 
differently on the two gases)

N N

2N

Wdist = 2N kBT ln 2

held at T



Classical Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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distinguishable = different indistinguishable = same
(membranes can be found that act 
differently on the two gases)

(NO membranes can be found that act 
differently on the two gases)

N N

2N

Wdist = 2N kBT ln 2

held at T



Classical Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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distinguishable = different indistinguishable = same
(membranes can be found that act 
differently on the two gases)

(NO membranes can be found that act 
differently on the two gases)

N N

2N

Wdist = 2N kBT ln 2 Windist = 0
Gibbs’ paradox:
discontinuous jump

held at T



Classical Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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Note: if instead one considers inhomogeneous gases,  
i.e. two gases each consisting of particles of different type,

Wdist = 2N kBT ln 2 Windist = 0
Gibbs’ paradox:
discontinuous jump



Classical Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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Note: if instead one considers inhomogeneous gases,  
i.e. two gases each consisting of particles of different type,

Wdist = 2N kBT ln 2 Windist = 0
Gibbs’ paradox:
discontinuous jump

then there is no paradox, as a smooth variation of “similarity” 
of the gases is possible by varying the initial mixing ratio, and 
the corresponding mixing work varies smoothly as well. 



Classical Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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Wdist = 2N kBT ln 2 Windist = 0
Gibbs’ paradox:
discontinuous jump

Hence, we will only consider mixing of 
two homogenous gases

Note: if instead one considers inhomogeneous gases,  
i.e. two gases each consisting of particles of different type,
then there is no paradox, as a smooth variation of “similarity” 
of the gases is possible by varying the initial mixing ratio, and 
the corresponding mixing work varies smoothly as well. 



Quantum Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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It is known that in the quantum regime … 

✓gas particles can be distinguished by their internal state

✓distinguishability of gases varies continuously

✓extractable work varies continuously

V.L. Luboshitz, M.I. Podgoretskii,  
Sov. Phys. Usp. (1972)

A.E. Allahverdyan, Th.M. Nieuwenhuizen, 
Phys. Rev. E (2006)



Quantum Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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It is known that in the quantum regime … 

✓gas particles can be distinguished by their internal state

✓distinguishability of gases varies continuously

✓extractable work varies continuously

V.L. Luboshitz, M.I. Podgoretskii,  
Sov. Phys. Usp. (1972)

A.E. Allahverdyan, Th.M. Nieuwenhuizen, 
Phys. Rev. E (2006)

✓ information theoretic approaches based on  
                 entropy changes             and ergotropy

✗ how to do quantum Gibbs mixing conceivably physically???
time-dynamics?



Quantum Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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Recent paper on quantum Gibbs mixing

✓ analyses work extraction depending on whether 
observer knows particles are distinguishable or not

B. Yadin, B. Morris, G. Adesso, 
arxiv (2020)

counterintuitive conclusion: ignorance is a bliss

watch: Ben Yadin’s Quarantine Thermo talk 

Youtube — QuSys Group TCD — 17 July 2020



simpler version: 1 membrane

Classical Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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green membrane 
always reflects 
yellow particles

green membrane 
always transmits 
green particles

(confining yellow only)



simpler version: 1 membrane

Classical Gibbs mixing (of homogenous gases)
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green membrane 
always reflects 
yellow particles

green membrane 
always transmits 
green particles

mixing work 
extracted

Wdist > 0

(confining yellow only)



simpler version: 1 membrane

Polarisation dependent Beam Splitter
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green membrane 
always reflects 
yellow particles

green membrane 
always transmits 
green particles

mixing work 
extracted

Wdist > 0

membrane 
always 
reflects V

(confining yellow only)

|Hi

|V i

PBS

membrane 
acts as a 
BS on H

HI = �(gH�NH + gV �NV )XM

gV > gH

HPBS =
�H

2
(R†

H
LH + L

†
H
RH)

radiation pressure



simpler version: 1 membrane

Polarisation dependent Beam Splitter
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green membrane 
always reflects 
yellow particles

green membrane 
always transmits 
green particles

mixing work 
extracted

Wdist > 0

membrane 
always 
reflects V

(confining yellow only)

|Hi

|V i

PBS

membrane 
acts as a 
BS on H

|✓Hi
|Hi

HI = �(gH�NH + gV �NV )XM

gV > gH

HPBS =
�H

2
(R†

H
LH + L

†
H
RH)

radiation pressure



Initial state
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Initial photon gases:

⇢L ⌦ ⇢R ⌦ �M

set: same number distribution on both sides, eg:

Fock 
states

thermal 
states

Initial membrane state:

V

H
θH

θH



|Hi|✓Hi

Displacement of membrane
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⟨X̄M⟩ ∝ ⟨N(0)⟩ sin2 θ
V

H
θH

θH

|Hi|Hi



Displacement of membrane
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Similar effect observed for laser driven variations and

experimentally more realistic parameters 

0 50 100 150 200
t, µs

0

100

200

hX
M

i,
n
m

a)
µ = 0 µ = º/4 µ = º/2

0 º/4 º/2
Distinguishability µ

0

100

200

hX
t!

1
M

i,
n
m

b)



Outline
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‘Membrane in the middle’ Optomechanics  — [1, 2]

Beam splitter (BS) — [1]
- energetic signature of bosonic bunching 

Polarisation dependent Beam splitter (PBS) — [2]
- quantum analogue of Gibbs mixing

[1] Enhanced Energy Transfer to an Optomechanical 
Piston from Indistinguishable Photons,
Holmes, Anders, Mintert, PRL124, 210601 (2020)

[2] Gibbs mixing of partially distinguishable photons 
with a polarising beamsplitter membrane,
Holmes, Mintert, Anders, arxiv 2006.00613v1 (2020)



Membrane in the middle optomechanics
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1) temperature gradients/heat flow/thermalisation
photons @T_c, 
membrane @ T_h

photons @T_c and T_h, 
membrane @ T_m



Membrane in the middle optomechanics
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2) two membranes

1) temperature gradients/heat flow/thermalisation
photons @T_c, 
membrane @ T_h

photons @T_c and T_h, 
membrane @ T_m

as well as understanding what setting 
is needed to get optimal/max work



Membrane in the middle optomechanics
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3) higher order optomechanical coupling

HI / NX
2
M



Membrane in the middle optomechanics
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3) higher order optomechanical coupling

HI / NX
2
M

4) new quantum thermodynamics thought experiments

➤ flexible platform for (thought) experiments. 



Summary
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[1] Two photonic gases initially separated 
by a beam splitter, dynamically lead to an 
energy transfer to the membrane that 
depends on the distinguishability of the 
polarisations of the two gases,  
and scales as N2.

|V i

|V i

|V i

in [1]:   
 is the angle against θV V

|✓V i

V

H
θV

θV

[1] Enhanced Energy Transfer to an Optomechanical 
Piston from Indistinguishable Photons,
Holmes, Anders, Mintert, PRL124, 210601 (2020)



Summary
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[2] Two photonic gases initially separated by 
a polarisation dependent beam splitter*, 
dynamically lead to a displacement (work) 
of the membrane that depends on the 
distinguishability of the polarisations of the 
two gases.


|Hi|Hi

in [2]:   
 is the angle against θH H

V

H
θH

θH

*mirror for V, BS for H

|Hi|✓Hi

[2] Gibbs mixing of partially distinguishable photons 
with a polarising beamsplitter membrane,
Holmes, Mintert, Anders, arxiv 2006.00613v1 (2020)



Zoë Holmes Florian Mintert

Thank you!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pb3OwOQ8tQ8

watch: Zoë’s Quarantine Thermo talk 

Youtube — QuSys Group TCD — 2 June 2020

Deriving a generalised 
Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert (LLG) 
equation from a 
system+bath  
Hamiltonian

Wed 20:00CEST

[1] Enhanced Energy Transfer to an Optomechanical 
Piston from Indistinguishable Photons,
Holmes, Anders, Mintert, PRL124, 210601 (2020)

[2] Gibbs mixing of partially distinguishable photons 
with a polarising beamsplitter membrane,
Holmes, Mintert, Anders, arxiv 2006.00613v1 (2020)

http://qtd2020.icfo.eu/


